performance on the timing and order tasks in these patients. In contrast to the conclusions from the TIE literature, these findings are consistent with the notion that serial order memory does rely on some form of timing information.
This leaves us with the question: Are memory for time and memory for order simply different faces of the same representational coin, or is it possible to dissociate time and order memory? According to Brown et al. (2006) , the findings from the TIE literature suggest that people may rely on a temporal dimension or an ordinal (ie., serial position) dimension to discriminate between items in memory experiments. On the other hand, the results of Saito (2001) and (Elvevåg et al., 2004 ) suggest a common basis for memory for timing and order. This paper reports and experiment and some model simulations that place constraints on theories of the relationship between timing and order in short-term memory. Participants were presented with list items and asked to pay attention to the order of the items, and their timing; after presentation of list items the participants were instructed to perform a recognition task on the basis of the order of items (ie., serial recognition), or their timing (ie., temporal recognition; cf. Collier & Logan, 2000; Ross & Houtsma, 1994) . Assuming a common temporal dimension for timing and order memory, the experiment provides conditions favourable for observing TIEs in serial order memory by explicitly requiring that participants attend to the timing of items. Second, in the framework of hybrid temporal-ordinal models, postcueing allows one to determine whether the importance given to temporal and ordinal dimensions in serial order recall occurs at encoding (by selectively attending to and encoding temporal or ordinal information) or at retrieval (via the attentional weighting of dimensions). Third, the experiment adds to the relatively sparse literature on short-term memory for the timing of sequences.
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Experiment
The experiment was designed to assess time-based models of short-term memory by changing the timing of items (e.g., Lewandowsky & Brown, 2005; Nimmo & Lewandowsky, 2005) . Participants were presented with digits quasi-randomly scheduled in time, and were then post-cued to perform serial recognition (are the items in the probe sequence in the same order as the presented list?) or temporal recognition (do the items in the probe sequence have the same timing as those in the presented list, disregarding their order?). In the serial recognition task, lures were identical to presented lists with the exception that two adjacent items were swapped; critically, the two swapped items could be closely or widely separated in time (see Figure 1) . This task provides a strong test of models in which order memory is reliant only on memory for the times of items; these models predict a higher false recognition rate for lures swapping two close items (compared to two widely separated items). The temporal recognition task provides useful data on short-term memory for time; since time-based models assume that participants memory for the time of events is used to determine their order, a necessary demonstration is that people can remember the timing of events over the short term (cf. Collier & Logan, 2000; Crowder & Greene, 1987; Pich, 2000; Saito, 2001; Watkins et al., 1992) , and that these data are not explainable within the framework of order-based models.
Method
Participants and design. Participants were 30 undergraduate students from the University of Bristol aged 20-24 years (mean = 21, SD = 0.85), who were recruited as part of an opportunity sample, and provided informed consent for participation. All participants were native English speakers. Each participant completed trials in all cells of the 2 (task type: order vs timing) × 3 (recognition probe: same, close, and far) design.
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Materials and apparatus. The items presented on memory lists and probe sequences were the digits 1-9, the digits being presented auditorily to participants. Although the evidence for a modality effect in memory for timing is ambiguous, the partial evidence in favour of an auditory superiority effect led us to use auditory presentation (e.g., Collier & Logan, 2000; Glenberg & Jona, 1991; Glenberg, Mann, Altman, Forman, & Procise, 1989; Glenberg & Swanson, 1986; though see Nimmo & Lewandowsky, in press; Schab & Crowder, 1989; Watkins et al., 1992) . The spoken numbers were recorded from a male speaker with a neutral English accent, and digitised for storage on computer. The digits were pitch-flattened to a fundamental frequency of 113Hz using the phonetics software Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2006) -to avoid any grouping effects arising from pitch variations (see Nicholls & Jones, 2002) -and normalised to a constant length of 500ms.
The digits were additionally padded to give a regular sounding sequence for different permutations, as it is known (and was observed in pilot testing) that the subjective experience of the centre of an acoustic stimulus does not exactly relate to the onset of the stimulus (e.g., Scott, 1998) .
A study list was constructed for each trial by randomly sampling five digits, without replacement, from the digits 1-9. The silent pauses between the digits on each list were random permutations of the set of pauses {200ms, 500ms, 1000ms, 2200ms}. The probe for each trial was constructed according to the task (order or timing) and the nature of the probe. For both order and timing tasks, same probes were identical to the corresponding input lists, both in the identity and order of the digits, and in their timing. For the serial recognition task, two different types of lures, close and far, were constructed by swapping two adjacent digits. For close lures, the two items swapped were those adjacent digits separated by the smallest pause (200ms) on the input lists. For far trials, the two adjacent digits separated by the longest pause (2200ms) were swapped (see Figure 1 ). The timing of the close and far lures for the serial recognition task was Serial and temporal recognition[C258] 10 identical to that of the study lists. Two types of lures were also constructed for the temporal recognition task. In this case, the identity and order of the items remained constant, and only their timing was changed: On close trials, the two most similar adjacent pauses were swapped, whilst on far trials, the two most different adjacent pauses were swapped (see bottom part of Figure 1 ). In total each participant received 40 order trials and 40 rhythm trials; within each task type, participants received 20 same probes, 10 close probes, and 10 far probes. Six practice lists were also constructed (3 order trials and 3 rhythm trials, 1 for each type of recognition probe).
The experiment was run on a PC, with the Psychophysics Toolbox for MATLAB (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) being used to control stimuli presentation and collect participants' responses.
Procedure. Participants were tested individually in a secluded room. A fixation point was presented centrally on the screen for 1000ms to mark the beginning of a trial. A 1000ms blank screen followed, which was then succeeded by presentation of the memory list over the headphones. During presentation of the list, rehearsal was prevented by articulatory suppression: Participants were required to repeatedly vocalise the word 'sugar' out loud, beginning at the presentation of the fixation cross, and ending with the presentation of the task cue. The task cue, either 'NUMBERS' (indicating that participants should make their same/different decision on the basis of the order of the digits) or 'RHYTHM' (indicating that participants should make their same/different decision on the basis of the timing of the digits) was presented centrally on the screen for 1000ms, followed by presentation of the recognition probe over the headphones. After presentation of the probe sequence the recognition prompt 'DIFFERENT OR SAME' was displayed centrally for 1000ms, upon which the participant was required to press the 'z' key if they thought the second list was different to the first list (on the basis of the information indicated by the task cue), or the '?' key to indicate that the two lists were Signal detection analyses were run to confirm that this pattern of results was primarily related to the discriminability of distributions. A mixed-effects logistic regression model was fit to the data using the glmmPQL package in the statistics software R (available from www.R-project.org). Logistic regression has previously been offered as a useful method, available in standard statistics packages, for estimating signal detection
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parameters (e.g., DeCarlo, 2003) . Mixed effects models are a preferable alternative to analyses on individuals' parameter estimates (e.g., by estimating parameters for individuals and then submitting these to analysis by ANOVA) in treating the effects of individuals as random, not fixed, effects (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000) . A major advantage of this is "shrinkage": extreme parameter estimates for individuals are avoided by weighting individual parameter estimates by a constraining parent distribution (similar to Bayesian multilevel signal detection procedure demonstrated by Rouder & Lu, 2005) . Using logistic regression with a probit link, the slopes are directly interpretable as estimates of d , while the intercept estimates the criterion −c. Two hierarchical regressions were performed; one comparing same and close response rates, the other performed on close and far response 
Discussion
Participants could discriminate between same and close probes, but not close and far probes, in the serial recognition task. In contrast, for the temporal recognition task participants did not discriminate between same and close probes, but could ably distinguish between close and far probes. The results suggest that people do not perform serial recognition decisions on the basis of temporal information, and thus provide further constraints on time-based models of short-term order memory. Whereas pure time-based models predict that the temporal displacement of items on lures should affect the probability of identifying such lures as being the same as the input sequence on a serial recognition task, no such differences were observed in the experiment. In the framework of models incorporating both temporal and positional information, the results suggest that participants can selectively attend to temporal or positional information, and that this attention can be allocated at the time of test (cf. Lewandowsky et al., in press ). We return to these conclusions after considering a computational model of the serial and temporal recognition tasks.
Modelling
To further explore the relationship between the assumed representations of time-based models and the results from the experiment, quantitative modelling of the data was desired. An examination of the literature shows that models of short-term order memory, including time-based models such as OSCAR and SIMPLE, have not been applied to the serial recognition task. In particular, although the time-based SIMPLE Serial and temporal recognition[C258] 14 model provides a framework for representing the timing of items, it does not straightforwardly account for serial or temporal recognition. This is because the model is only concerned with the relative distance (ie., match) of items in the past from the present; thus, SIMPLE cannot take into account the match between temporally extended study and test probes in an obvious fashion. Additionally, although there exist formal models of timing in the literature (e.g., Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000; Staddon & Higa, 1999; Wearden & Doherty, 1995) , these have no application to the memory for the timing or order of sequences of events. Accordingly, a unidimensional matching model of serial and temporal recognition is introduced here. In the model, forgetting is attributed to perturbation of temporal information over time. The model is described below and applied to the data from the order task and the timing task. The model is compared to a version which relies on positional, rather than temporal, information to represent the order and timing of events.
Temporal matching model of serial and temporal recognition
The model is based on principles found in perturbation theories applied to memory for perceptual and ordinal information (Estes, 1997; Flexser & Bower, 1974; Lee & Estes, 1977) , and Ratcliff's (1981) theory of perceptual matching; a schematic of the model is shown in Figure 3 . First, it is assumed that events in a sequence are arrayed along a linear temporal dimension 3 . Second, it is assumed that the time between study and test introduces uncertainty about the temporal placement of items on the study list; this uncertainty is assumed to be primarily due to perturbation, between study and test, of the representation of the temporal placement of items (cf. Lee & Estes, 1977 and Estes, 1997, for a consideration of perturbation processes applied to loss of order and perceptual information, respectively), although encoding (Ratcliff, 1981) and retrieval (Flexser & Bower, 1974) processes may also introduce noise. This uncertainty is implemented as the Serial and temporal recognition[C258] 15 addition of normally distributed noise to the temporal placement of items in input sequences; this noise is assumed to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation σ.
At test it is assumed that the noise-free probe sequence is matched to the noisy internal representation of the study sequence; this matching process is assumed to differ between serial and temporal recognition. In the case of serial recognition, the difference between the placement of an item at study and placement of the same item on the probe sequence is calculated (where placement is determined with respect to beginning of the sequence; see Figure 3) ; these distances are then summed across items to give an overall measure of the disparity between the probe sequence and the remembered study sequence.
A similar distance calculation is assumed for temporal recognition; however, for temporal recognition it is assumed that the identity of items is ignored. Thus, an item on the probe sequence is not matched to the same item on the input sequence, but is rather matched to the item at the same position on the input sequence (see Figure 3) . Finally, the summed distance measure for either task is compared to a criterion; if the overall calculated distance exceeds the criterion a 'different' response is made, otherwise a 'same' response is made. Separate criteria C S and C T were assumed for the serial recognition task and temporal recognition task (where C S and C T are free parameters).
This framework allows comparison of the predictions of time-based models and ordinal models. In time-based models, the temporal dimension is assumed to directly encode the timing of the input sequence. In contrast, in ordinal models any timing information is removed, with only the information about the order of the items remaining (cf. Lee & Estes, 1977; Neath, 1999) . For example, in the temporal model three items might be located at 300ms, 900ms and 1300ms along the temporal dimension; in the order-based version of the model the same items would have values of 1, 2 and 3 along the (scale-free) positional dimension. In the simulations now reported, the ability of these two types of representation to account for performance in the two tasks is examined.
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Simulations
The models were fit to the serial recognition and timing recognition data separately.
To allow comparisons across models (where the temporal dimension was in ms units, while the positional model increased in steps of 1), the "timeline" on each trial was standardised to a length of 1 (by dividing each item's presentation time by the constant total time of each list given the assumed dimension, temporal or positional). Each model incorporated two free parameters for each task. One was the criterion (C S or C T ) placed on the amount of evidence to determine the 'same' or 'different' response. Rather than allowing the noise parameter σ to freely vary (which introduced problems with negative variances in some of fits for individual participants), we instead assumed that the noise was drawn from a standardised normal distribution (µ = 0, σ = 1), and the second second parameter was then the weighting given to the single positional or temporal dimension, w D .
Best-fitting parameter values were estimated for each participant using the SIMPLEX routine (Nelder & Mead, 1965) , minimizing the negative log likelihood (−lnL) of the data given the model. Predictions on each iteration of the SIMPLEX algorithm were calculated from 1000 runs of the model, where each run used all 24 permutations of ISIs. A probability p same of responding 'same' was calculated from the resulting 24000 simulated trials, and a likelihood was then determined under a binomial distribution with probability p same (N being determined by the number of trials an individual participant received in that condition: 20 for 'same' trials, and 10 each for 'close' and 'far' trials). For each participant, the SIMPLEX routine was run 25 times, each run of the fitting routine being given different starting values drawn from a grid covering a wide range of reasonable parameter values. The final fit for a participant was then the best fit obtained across the 25 SIMPLEX runs.
The simulation results for the serial recognition task are shown in the left panel of Figure 4 , which shows the 'same' response proportions predicted by the two models,
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averaged across individual participants. Figure 4 shows that although the temporal model could produce the appropriate difference in 'same' response proportions between the same and close probes, the model over-predicts the difference between the close and f ar lures.
To predict no difference between close and f ar lures the model would be forced into giving little, if any, weight to the temporal dimension (as happened for the fit to participant 11's data; see Appendix), which would also result in a predicted null difference between same and close lures. In contrast, the order-based model provides a good account of the data, predicting a drop in 'same' responses from same to close probes, but then predicting equivalent response proportions for close and f ar probes.
Quantitative verification of the relative accounts of the models is given in Table 1 , which summarises the minimized −lnLs for individual participants (see Appendix for maximum likelihood parameter estimates). Since the individual participant fits provide independent sources of evidence about the fit of the models, we can sum the −lnLs (ie., multiply likelihoods) to calculate a combined −lnL of all the data under the model. 
General Discussion
Two conclusions can be drawn from the experiment and simulation results. First, the results provide clear further evidence against models that specify a single temporal representation underlies performance on short-term order and timing tasks. Despite the fact that favourable conditions were provided to find any temporal isolation effects-by using a serial recognition task and thus minimizing dependencies on output order (see Lewandowsky et al., in press); having participants explicitly remember the timing of items; and manipulating timing over a wide range (cf. Nimmo & Lewandowsky, 2005)-no TIEs were observed in participants' performance. Furthermore, the simulations showed that although a time-based model could account for participants' memory for the timing of items, the model performed more poorly when accounting for performance on the serial recognition task than a comparable order-based model. However, the order-based model did not provide a satisfactory account of performance on the timing task, implying that participants can draw on temporal or ordinal information when performing the tasks considered here. Furthermore, if such a hybrid temporal-ordinal theory is accepted, the results imply that attention can be allocated to temporal and positional information at the time of test. The implications of the modelling and the experiment are now considered in more detail.
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Modelling memory for ordinal and temporal information
The introduction here of a model of serial and temporal recognition makes a novel theoretical contribution to the literature on short-term memory. Although the serial recognition task has been argued to be useful in examining order memory independent of contributions of long-term knowledge (Gathercole, Pickering, Hall, & Peaker, 2001; Thorn, Gathercole, & Frankish, 2002) , no model to date has been extended to account for serial recognition. Although it has been argued here that the temporal matching model does not provide an adequate quantitative account of serial recognition data, the simulations using a positional version of the model provide a satisfactory initial account of the serial recognition task. Furthermore, as discussed below, models have not generally been concerned with memory for temporal recognition; implementing a model using similar principles (although different types of information) to account for performance on serial recognition and temporal recognition is a step toward unification of the literature on short-term memory for time (e.g., Collier & Logan, 2000; Crowder & Greene, 1987; Pich, 2000; Saito, 2001; Watkins et al., 1992 ) and short-term memory for order (for a review, see Marshuetz, 2005) .
One extension to the temporal matching model would be to account for the dynamics of recall as well as response probabilities. Ratcliff (1981) demonstrated that a model of perceptual matching, based on principles similar to those assumed here, ably accounted for changes in observed response probabilities and response latencies in the framework of a diffusion model of reaction time (Ratcliff, 1978) . A similar extension of temporal matching model would be advantageous in broadening the scope of the model, as well as providing additional constraints following from the requirement to simultaneously account for accuracy and response time data (see, e.g., Ratcliff & Smith, 2004) . One interesting feature of the serial recognition and temporal recognition tasks is that the presentation of information is extended over time, in contrast to perceptual matching of Serial and temporal recognition[C258] 20 letter strings. The extension of the presentation of information over time potentially allows for the examination of information accumulation by allowing participants to make a response at any point during the probe sequence: This would allow determination of the extent to which the probe sequence predicts which response is made, and the point during the probe at which the response is made (see, e.g., Ludwig, Gilchrist, McSorley, & Baddeley, 2005 for an application to saccadic decision making).
Implications for theories of short-term memory
The results here complement other results in again failing to demonstrate an effect of temporal isolation on short-term order memory (Lewandowsky & Brown, 2005; Lewandowsky et al., 2006; Nimmo & Lewandowsky, in press, 2005) . This is problematic for theories which assume that a sole temporal dimension underlies memory for both the order of items and their timing. An alternative to pure time-based models is the class of models referred to as event-based models (Lewandowsky & Brown, 2005) . In such models order is not represented by time but by some other representation or process. Models such as the Start-End Model (SEM; Henson, 1998) assume, like the time-driven OSCAR model (Brown et al., 2000) , that items are associated with positional markers; an important contrast with OSCAR is that the positional markers in these models are not time-based, but code for ordinal position. Similarly, in models such as the Serial-Order-in-a-Box model (Farrell, 2006; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002 ) and the primacy model (Page & Norris, 1998) , the order of items is represented by their relative activation. In these models, like the positional matching model here, temporal isolation is not expected to have an effect on recall accuracy.
However, the dissociation between timing and order models indicates that event-based models of short-term memory are incomplete; although these models can account for serial recall performance, the demonstration that a position-based model
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provides a poor account of memory for the timing of items indicates that a comprehensive model of sequence memory will require multiple forms of representation. This conclusion is consistent with the finding of Lewandowsky et al. (in press ) that TIEs may be witnessed even in order memory when output order is unconstrained. Lewandowsky et al.
(in press) explained their results with reference to the hybrid SIMPLE model, which incorporates both temporal and positional dimensions (Brown et al., 2006 (Brown et al., , 2002 . The results presented here are consistent with the suggestion that participants attending primarily to an ordinal dimension when performing serial recognition, and attending primarily to a temporal dimension when performing temporal recognition. Given that the task was post-cued after stimulus presentation, this implies that the trade-off between temporal and positional information is not due to differential encoding of the different types of information at study, but rather follows from attentional weighting at retrieval; such a conclusion was also reached by Lewandowsky et al. (in press ) from their postcueing procedure in their consideration of the SIMPLE distinctiveness model. Generally, this conclusion is consistent with exemplar models of categorization, the forebears of SIMPLE, in which attention is given to perceptual or psychological dimensions at the time of categorization (i.e., retrieval; Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky, 1986) .
However, some caution is warranted in relating the timing information implied here to that assumed in models such as SIMPLE. It is not necessarily the case that the temporal information implicated in tasks requiring the recall of timing information such as that used here (see also Collier & Logan, 2000; Crowder & Greene, 1987; Elvevåg et al., 2004; Glenberg & Jona, 1991; Saito, 2001; Watkins et al., 1992) is the same temporal information assumed in models such as SIMPLE and OSCAR. Indeed, one possibility is that, in timing tasks, participants are not remembering items along a single temporal dimension, but are instead remembering the durations or intervals between items. This suggests an explanation for Saito's (2001) between digit span and a rhythm memory task, which appears to be inconsistent with the assumption of independent timing and order dimensions. This explanation is that the order of items is represented as in event-based theories (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Page & Norris, 1998) , but that durations or intervals form part of the representation of items. Thus, correlations between timing and order tasks may be introduced through commonalities in the ordering mechanism, but with participants nonetheless able to use ordering mechanisms as specified in event-based theories to recall item information such as timing. However, this would leave unexplained Elvevåg et al. (2004) 's finding of deficits in schizophrenia patients in both probed recall and duration identification, where in the latter task only a single stimulus was presented on each trial, removing any demands on order memory. What is clear is that resolving these issues through further investigation of the relationship between memory for timing and memory for order will advance theory in short-term memory generally (cf. Crowder & Greene, 1987; Watkins et al., 1992) .
with Greenhouse-Geisser correction 3 Although the assumption of linearity has precedents in the literature Gibbon & Church, 1990; Wearden, 2002) , some theorists have argued that memory for the time of events is logarithmically compressed (Brown et al., 2002) . As well as introducing an additional parameter (the base of the logarithm), logarithmic compression would mean that the study list and probe sequence would be on different scales; accordingly, some mechanism would need to be specified by which the representation of the study list could be reliably decompressed to allow comparison with the probe list. and also by the condition (black symbols). Error bars for condition means in all figures depict repeated measures confidence intervals (Bakeman & McArthur, 1996) . 
